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Abstract
Online shopping needs a computer machine to serve product information sale for customer or buyer candidate. Relevant information
served by ecommerce system famous called recommender system. The successful to applied, it will have impact to increase of marketing
target achievement. The character of information served by recommender system have to be special, personalized, relevant and fit according customer profiling. There are four kind of recommender system model, however there is one model that was successful to be
applied in real ecommerce industry that popular named collaborative filtering. Collaborative filtering approach need a record users or
customers activity in the past to generate recommendation for example rating record, purchasing record, testimony about product. The
majority collaborative filtering approaches rely on rating as fundamental computation to calculate product recommendation. However,
just a little number of consumers who willing give rating for products less than a percent, according to several convince datasets such
MovieLens. This problem causes of sparse product rating that will impact to product recommendation accuracy level. Sometime, in extreme condition, it is impossible to generate product recommendation. Several efforts have been conducting to handle product sparse
rating, however they fail to generate product recommendation accurately when face extreme sparse data, such as matrix factorization
family include SVD, NMF, SVD++. This research aims to develop a model to handle users sparse rating involving deep SDAE. One of
the efforts to produce better output in handling this data sparse, our strategy is to imputing missing value by statistical method so that the
input in SDAE is closer to the feasibility of data that is not too sparse. According to our experiment involve deep learning, TensorFlow,
MovieLens datasets, evaluation method by root mean square error (RMSE), our approach involves reducing input missing value could
address users sparse rating and increase robustness over several existing approach.
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1. Introduction
E-commerce has moved the way in many companies do
transaction. To them, e-commerce is no longer an alternative but
an imperative. Many companies are struggling with the most
basic problem: what is the best approach for developing and
doing business in the digital economy? Some companies are
moving their businesses entirely to the Web (e.g.egghead.com).
Some are establishing subsidiaries, then spinning them off as
separate online business entities (e.g. barnesandnoble.com) [1].
E-commerce need a system to serve relevant information about
product to deliver through web sites portal or mobile phone, the
system namely recommender system. Recommendation system is
an essential part in industry area [2]. It is a critical tool to
promote sales and services for many online websites and mobile
applications. For instances, 80 percent of movies watched on
Netflix came from recommendations [3], 60 percent of video
clicks came from web sites recommendation in YouTube [4].
According [5] found that sales agents with recommendations by
the NetPerceptions system achieved 60% higher average crosssell value and 50% higher cross-sell success rate than agents
using traditional cross-sell techniques based on experiments

conducted at a U.K.-based retail and business group, GUS pls
(www.gus.co.uk).
Recommender system divided into 4 types based on technical
approach [6], 1). Content based: the mechanism of
recommendation involves product classification approach. It is
tending information retrieval to generate product recommendation
2). Knowledge based: this method develops for specific necessary
recommendation, the specific character is to provide product
information rarely needed for individuals for example house, loan,
insurance, car. 3). Demographic based: product recommendation
in which established to provide product recommendation based
demographic information. 4). Collaborative Filtering: product
recommendation based on user behavior in the past for example
the term of behavior is rating, comment, testimony, purchasing
and etc. Example display of e-commerce portal shown on figure 1
as Amazon e-commerce portal.
Recommender system based on content-based relies on the
classification of items or products. This technique is more likely to
use information retrieval, but this method is not liked by users
because it tends to be boring. for example, people who buy sugar
also buy coffee, people who buy coffee also buy milk. different
from the approach taken on the Collaborative filtering approach
that relies on user behavior [7].
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Fig 1. Example of e-commerce portal

This method is the most successful approach that applied in many
large e-commerce companies, due they have ability to provide
recommendation character as follow; provide product fit, serve
relevant information, accurate, serendipity. In common
collaborative filtering adopted rating as explicit feedback to
calculate similarity user for product using rating matrix to
generate product recommendation. The biggest challenge in
collaborative filtering is just only a little user who gave rating for
product approximately only less than 1 percent. This problem
popular called sparse data also in extreme condition sparse famous
called cold start. When cold start happens, there is no
recommendation possible generated by system. Refer to figure 2 is
example of unrating product by customer. It is main reason why
sparse rating happened.

The major challenge in recommender system problem is how to
handle extreme sparse data accurately [8]. Some of the efforts that
have been done by researchers to overcome this are enhancing
auxiliary information resource and enhance machine learning
approach [6].
The one of the major problems in collaborative filtering is sparse
data [6], various efforts have been made by researchers, but the
issue in this research is still opened considering that sparse data in
the case of collaborative filtering is very extreme, namely where
the explicit number of ratings is less than 1 percent, according to
reliable dataset reference [9]. There are two kinds of sparse data
classification, the first namely user’s sparse data which means lack
of information about rating on users and the second is item sparse
rating that is the lack of rating on an item. Several efforts that have
been made to eliminate this problem, for example in the case of
items sparse data is to extract content feature, in the case of music
recommender systems is classified base audio feature [10], online
fashion shop by classification use color feature extraction [11],
recommender for news base text content classifier [12], video
recommendation by YouTube researcher involve key word, video
description, demographic information use deep learning [13][4].

Fig 3. Dataset contain user and item information

Sparse data in recommender system research field is divided into
two kind: cold start items and cold start users, the illustration fig.
3 on above shows one example of the structure of the dataset in
the movie recommender system which contains, user id in the
form of numbers, movie id also in the form of numbers and rating
values in the form number between range 1-5, then the timestamp
which shows exactly the time was given by system when users
giving the rating.
Fig 2. Example of movie rating

In the first time established in the mid 90s, applied of
recommender system based collaborative filtering involve
statistical approach such as Cosine similarity, Spearman rank, and
etc. popular mention as memory based. This method having
advantage in simplicity, justify. However, the method having
shortcoming in sparse data, cold start, scalability issue, accuracy.
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Equation 2. Cosine similarity approach

Datasets
(ML)
100k
1M
10M
20M

Table 1. Characteristic of MovieLens datasets
#users
#movie
#rating
sparse
943
6.040
71.567
138.492

1.682
3.900
10.681
27.278

100,000
1.000.209
10.000.054
20.000.263

years

6.3%
4.2%
1.3%
0.52%

4/1998
2/2003
1/2009
10/2007

2. Previous Work
Auto encoder is a part of neural network variant. Autoencoders are
categorical of unsupervised networks where the output of the
Network plan to reconstruct the first input. The Network is constrained to use narrow hidden layers, forcing a dimensionality
reduction on the data. In this research SDAE will be used to find
the latent factor user and rating. Some of the previous studies were
classical method such Nearest Neighbor, Non-Negative Matrix
Factorization, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). SVD is popular algorithm that popularized by Simon Funk since the Netflix
competition, according prediction approach as follow

r̂u,i = m + bu + bi + qiT pu .

Then there is the development of

the SVD variant, SVD ++ by Koren [14], which is by using a formula

1
Î
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the use of variant matrix factorization can produce an accurate
recommender product, but it will produce inaccurate recommendation when face with sparse rating data, and several experts are still
arguing on SVD linearity in generating user rating latent factor.
Deep learning, one of the machine learning approaches used to
solve data sparse problems and overcome some of the weaknesses
in several approaches described above. Deep learning is a derivative of a resurgent neural network because it can produces outperform result in image processing, natural language processing.
Some experts attempt to empower deep learning in dealing with
problems that exist in the recommender system. Several study was
use deep learning to extract content feature aims to handle sparse
data in rating product, such as [15] enhance Deep Convolutional
Neural Network to create audio music classifier aim to develop
auto music recommendation, due no data product record, the recommendation difficult to generate.
According [16] where author conducting approach to eliminate
sparse data by combining between multi-layer neural network and
non-negative matrix factorization, even the result of hybridization
could be work, however the results are less accurate than some
studies that use similar technique.
No
1

Method
PMF

2

CTR

3

NMF

4

CDL

5

SVD

Table 2. Previous work
Description
Probabilistic
Matrix
Factorization
(PMF) is standard rating prediction
approach that only involve rating for
collaborative filtering
Collaborative Topic Regression (CTR)
is a state-of the art recommendation
model, which combines collaborative
filtering (PMF) and topic modeling
(LDA) to use both ratings and documents.
Recommender system based on collaborative filtering applied use non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) to generate
recommendation
Collaborative Deep Learning (CDL) is
another state-of- the-art recommendation model, which enhances rating prediction accuracy by analyzing documents using Deep Learning approach.
Recommender system based on collaborative filtering applied use Singular
value decomposition (SVD) as low rank
dimensional factorization.

Ref.
[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]

[21]

3. Our Approach Model

labelled data are necessary just a set of input data instead of inputoutput connection.

Fig 4. SDAE in shallow model

It is useful that an autoencoders has a smaller hidden layer than the
input layer. This impact forces the model to make a compressed
description of the data in the hidden layer by learning relationship
of the data. The switch over from the input to the hidden layer is
named the encoding stage and the transform from the hidden to the
output layer is called the decoding step. We can also describe these
transitions mathematically as a mapping.
Basic SDAE formula, the Denoising Autoencoder (DAE) loss
function is modified to emphasize the denoising aspect of the network. It refers on two main hyper parameters a , b . They balance whether the network would focus on denoising the input
( a ) or reconstructing the input ( b ).

Î
Î
ç
2÷
L2,a ,b (x, x) = a ç Î [nn(x) j - x j ] ÷ +
çè jÎt ( x )k ( x )
÷Î
Î
Î
Î
b çç Î [nn(x) j - x j ]2 ÷÷
çè jÎt ( x )k ( x )
÷Î
Î
Equation 3. SDAE formula approach

nn(x)k is the k th output of the network, x̂ is the corrupted input x , J are the indexes of the corrupted element of x .
Where

This research focus to develop a method to handle user rating
sparse data extremely in case collaborative filtering recommender
system involve deep learning machine to find relationship latent
factor between user rating from a product. According our best
knowledge, in state of the art by use matrix factorization has
failure to addressing user rating sparse data extremely. So, the
result of recommendation sometime getting the mistake [14]. This
research is categorical lab scale research involves public datasets.
We consider MovieLens dataset as convince datasets were applied
in so many study in recommender system research field, detail
specification refer to [9].

3.1. SDAE Neural Network
SDAE is based on feed forward neural network also a part of neural network family. Basic concept of this approach as follow, the
form of an Autoencoder is a feedforward neural network consist an
input layer, one hidden layer and an output layer as follow Fig. 4.
The output layer has the equal number of neurons as the input layer
for the purpose of reconstructing its own inputs. This makes an
autoencoders a form of unsupervised learning, which means no

Fig 5. Deep SDAE architecture

The important stage before data training is done, it is necessary to
do the initial data processing step, which is handling sparse input.
We consider involve SGD (Stochastic Gradient Descent) to optimization learning for commonly use in neural network.
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3.2. Strategy to Handle Imputing Missing Value

¶
ui = ui - h
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Equation 4. SGD optimization learning

The optimization approach by SGD consist two correspondents
between users rating optimization and product rating optimization,
the detailed SGD formula show in equation as follow equation 5
and equation 6.
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Equation 5. Optimization learning for V
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Equation 6. Optimization learning for U

Reference to neural network architecture in general, it requires a
activation function in this approach we involving to use tanh. Example function show in figure 6.

We consider involving alternative approach to inputting missing
value strategy that adopted from [22] We propose another
approach in contrast to the past methodologies: by decide to
consider imputing missing rating to item we attempt to enhance
the SDAE performance without independently handling cold start
and finish precedents. By utilizing this methodology, we attempt
to ''repair'' the input matrix aim to eliminate the expectation
recommendation problem. The thought for our methodology is
likewise identified with discovering that utilizes unlabeled
integrate with the marked data to develop more precise classifiers.
Our methodology derives missing rating from different users and
totals them. This idea is identified with referred by [23], who
demonstrated that the incorporation of a user method shows with
trust and doubt systems to recognize dependable users is proficient
exposed to the cold start issue. Growing user profiles with items
that are equal items that have just been rated has additionally been
appeared to be valuable.
We involve a methodology that takes a solitary user exposed to
the cold start state (we mean this user with cold start users; take
note of that the cold start can be either total or halfway) and continues with the accompanying four stages (outlined in figure 4):
1. Discover certain % of user that are like a given cold start user.
2. Select applicable traits (items) for the attribution procedure.
3. Total rating from comparative users and impute the outcome
into rating for the Cold start user.
4. The final completeness matrix applied as first layer in SDAE
input.

3.3. Datasets
As previously mentioned you will learn to estimate the rating a user
would give a movie. For that matter we will use the popular MovieLens dataset [9]. MovieLens is a web-based recommender system
and online community that preference movies for its users to watch.
More especially we will apply the ml-1m.zip dataset that contains
1,000,209 anonymous ratings of about 3,900 movies created by
6,040 MovieLens users. The import file we need is ratings.dat. This
file contains 1,000,209 lines all having the following format: “user_id::movie_id::rating:time_stamp”. The explanation contain data
table is user_id is number identity of user, movie_id is identity of
movie id, rating is value of rating start that given by user for movie,
time_stamp is detailed of the time when user give the rating.

3.4. Pre-processing
The authors considers two kinds of datasets ml-100k and ml-10M
and also datasets contains divides into training data and test data
within 50/50, 40/60, 30/70, 20/80, 10/90. This is very important to
determine the level of accuracy in the condition of the amount of
data capacity and the proportion of data ration between data testing and data training in testing using RMSE.

3.5. Evaluation Metric
RMSE is frequently used measure of the differences between
values (sample and population values) predicted by a model or an
estimator and the values actually observed [24]. The RMSE represents the sample standard deviation of the differences between
predicted values and observed values. Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) is might the most famous metric used in evaluating accuracy of predicting rating. The system generates predicted ratFig 6. Activation function
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they are hidden in an offline experiment. The RMSE between the
predicted and actual rating is given by:
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Equation 7. Evaluation metric by RMSE

3.6. Device and Tools
Our experiment involves several tools include software and hardware. There are several tools and software that involve includes
Anaconda as web interface for Python utilities with several libraries such as tensor flow for deep learning implementation and GeForce GTX 1001 for running convolutional neural networks supported by processors that we use Intel Xeon 2.4 Ghz quad Core.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 3. List of device and library use
Device/tools/
Specification
library
Processor
Intel Xeon Quad core, 2.4
Ghz
Memory
16 Gb
GPU
GeForce GTX 1001
Tensor Flow
Deep learning tools
Keras
Deep learning tools
Anaconda
Web interface
Python
Tool programming
Scikit-learn
Handle sparse module
Surface
Recsys data analytic
Torch
Missing value

4. Result and Analysis

Model
NMF
PMF
SVD
SDAENN
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